IBOR transition readiness:
where banks are and next steps
As the end of 2021 nears, there is greater clarity
on the path to IBOR transition. However, our third
annual IBOR Transition Readiness Survey finds that
banks, and market participants, need to pick up the
pace of progress with the bulk of the transition yet
to take place.
Despite making significant progress banks face
ongoing challenges; with technology and repapering
remaining as key areas of focus.
Bank’s program readiness to meet the end-2021 transition deadline:

28 banks participated in the survey:
Global systemically
important banks (G-SIBs)
Profile of survey
respondents

25%

Local banks

75%

The scale of technology execution and the associated
testing requires strategic focus from banks in 2021.
Banks identified the scale of technology change as the biggest
risk in 2021 for technology execution, with dependency on
third-party platforms seen as less of a risk than in 2020.
The biggest risks banks face around technology:

82%

50%

Expect front book transition
to be complete

Expect back book transition
to be complete

Scale of changes required

54%

38%

required

IBOR program budgeting for 2021:
•

The majority of G-SIBs will spend over $100m; with the
majority of local banks spending under $25m.

•

The largest areas of spend are technology and legal
repapering, which together represent over half of the total
spend across banks’ transition programs:

56%

44%

Technology and repapering costs

All other costs

4%

46%

8%

31%

Dependencies on third-party vendors
High risk

27%

8%

Very high risk

50% of banks perceive the implementation of front-to-back
testing to be of high, or very high risk to their transition
journey; but only 29% have fully established program test
leadership.

While Sterling transition is on track, there is less momentum for US Dollar (USD). The limited extension set by
the ICE Benchmark Administration (IBA) has eased the timeline for the transition for some part of the USD
legacy book.
Focus must remain on meeting key regulatory and industry milestones. The key challenges facing banks are:
1. Their own infrastructure readiness to offer new products
2. Sufficient market liquidity
3. Client uptake of the new risk-free rate (RFR) products
Most banks are confident of meeting the Sterling RFR working group milestones for
2021:

75%

£

of banks expect to meet the Sterling RFR working
group milestone to cease issuing Sterling LIBOR linear
derivatives post Q1 2021

Banks expect to struggle with the revised timelines, set by the Federal Reserve
(FED), for a cessation of USD IBOR usage for new transactions post 2021:

$
35%

of banks expect that less than half of their USD LIBOR
products will be replaced by the Secured Overnight
Financing Rate (SOFR) equivalents by end-2021

The client journey remains a key piece to mapping
conduct risk - which banks are well-positioned for,
despite a varied approach across the market.

71%

of banks have either completed, or are in the
process of mapping conduct risks and controls to
individual client journeys

Banks have started to move clients away from IBOR;
and most favor an active transition.
Many banks have begun moving their clients away from IBOR,
starting with lending products (including pilots and reverse
enquiries).

Banks varied approach to capturing client conversations on IBOR:
50%
43%
36%

54%

25%

of banks, in the context of loans, have a
design principle to repaper legal contracts
only once — reducing the number of
touchpoints with customers

11%

Relationship
managers meeting
notes

Recording calls
with clients

Meeting summary
template completed by
relationship manager

Client confirmation
of chosen option
through e-mail

‘Play-back’ letter
sent to client

Shortage of skilled legal resources remains a clear risk
for banks in their move away from IBOR.
Do you have the necessary

To fill the gap:

in-house resource to transition
legacy contracts:
Yes

30%

are considering
hiring extra roles

26%

are tendering out
for further legal
support

25%

No

75%

While banks have progressed in understanding fallback
implications for their structured notes portfolio; the
majority have yet to complete defining remediation
strategies.

68%
64%

of banks are in the process of assessing transition
risks across their structured notes portfolio
of banks are in the process of defining
remediation strategies for their structured notes
portfolio

Summary
Banks have progressed in transitioning from IBOR, but as we approach the endgame toward the ambitious target of end-2021, for their next
moves banks should:
1. Stay on track with their implementation plans
2. Manage infrastructure rollout including systems and data
3. Engage with their clients on both existing and new products
4. Manage conduct and operational risks appropriately
5. Prepare for complex changes to reporting and accounting, in line with evolving expectations, such as from the accounting standards

board
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